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I. INTRODUCTION
The discussion on rights, autonomy, and cultural differences has just
begun to arise in anthropological thinking and writing about the lives of
indigenous people in colonial and postcolonial societies. These discussions
take place in different regional, national, and political contexts that have
influenced the ways in which anthropologists ask and answer questions on
indigenous rights and citizenship.
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In Latin America the anthropological discussion on indigenous rights
and citizenship is linked to different contemporary processes. On the one
hand, the debate is related to the process of construction of a new
international rights system for indigenous rights in the frame of multilateral
organizations. On the other hand, it is shaped by the changing relationships
between indigenous organizations and the national state in the various
countries of the continent. Different institutions and actors such as multiple
and differentiated indigenous communities and organizations, political
parties and movements, state and international agencies as well as nongovernmental organizations are involved in a complex interrelationship
whose aims have shifted over the past decades. The initial focus of
development politics on the integration of the indigenous peoples generally marginalized from economic development as well as from
participation in the national culture and society, have been replaced since
the 1980s by a growing emphasis on human rights, substantive citizenship
and indigenous rights to autonomy and self-determination.'
These shifts are based on the recognition of the existence of cultural
differences that influence the ways in which concepts such as "the people,"
"the individual," and the "community," that is, the empirical subject of
rights are understood and defined by different group. At the same time
anthropologists are more aware of the growing violence, poverty and social
exclusion of the indigenous population. Furthermore, a greater sensitivity
concerned with the invention and recreation of, for example, patriarchal
traditions and relationships of inequality by local, national and
international authorities produced a strong critique of the absolutist
expansion of western concepts, values and ways of life as well as the
questioning of customs and beliefs. Following these critiques
anthropologists began to investigate indigenous communities and
organizations as differentiated entities and to observe and analyze the
habits of thought and action used by the authorities in concrete cases of
conflict at the local, at national and international level. Based on detailed
case studies, anthropologists showed how the elites, indigenous or nonindigenous, used their dominant position in society and juridical
institutions in a way that contributed to the reproduction of social
inequalities (gender, generation, and ethnic).
As suggested by Collier these anthropological critiques and debates
explicitly refer to various colonial and postcolonial contexts, in which the
authorities' task was to decide whether indigenous or native customs and
1. RODOLFo

STAVENHAGEN,
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rights systems had to be used or discarded in order to preserve the social
and administrative order. After the two world wars and the decolonization
process of the old European colonial territories, the new national elites
decided to develop their own autonomous systems of rights and were not
interested in preserving the customs and the legal norms of the
subordinated indigenous and ethnic groups. Contemporary approaches
became more complex and reflected on the anthropologists' anxieties
about the respect and support of the wishes of subordinated ethnic groups
to control their own future; the academic interest in cultural differences
and the invention of traditions; and the feminist compromise with the
politics of women's rights.2
In order to analyze the ways in which the indigenous rights discourses
and practices influence the construction of autonomous indigenous
communities in different historical contexts in Argentina, I will structure
this Article in three parts. In the first part, I will refer to the current
discussion on the concepts and methods used by anthropologists to
understand the relationship between systems of rights, cultural differences
and the reproduction of inequalities on the one hand, and to the
contemporary political debates on cultural relativism, universalism, and
substantive citizenship on the other. In the second part, I will relate the
anthropological discussion on indigenous rights to the anthropological
discussion on cultural frontiers, social inequality, and citizenship in
Argentina. In the third part of this Article, I will link the above mentioned
Argentinianan discussion with the current debate on the construction of a
new international rights system for indigenous rights in the Argentinian
Andean context. I will conclude this Article with a reflection on how the
use of anthropological theories and methods for studying rights, discourses,
and practices can contribute to the process of deconstruction and
reconstruction of indigenous leadership and memory.

2. JANE COLLIER, Problemas Te6rico Metodol6gicos en la Antropologia Juridica, in
PUEBLOS INDiGENAS ANTE EL DERECHO 47, 72 (Victoria En Chasnaut & Maria Teresa Sierra eds.,
1995).
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IX. SYSTEMS OF RIGHTS, CULTURAL DIFFERENCES,
INEQUALITIES, AND CITIZENSHIP

A. Anthropology and the FeministAnalysis of the Relationship Between
Systems of Rights and Social Inequalities
During the postwar period in which Western societies tried to solve
conflicts between nations and within a nation by means of a universal and
shared system of justice and human rights, anthropologists developed
concepts and methods capable of making comparisons between legal
notions of all "peoples." According to the new orientation of the "legal
realism" in force at that time, anthropologists began to study "cases of
dispute" rather than juridical processes and norms. The focus was on
norms and rules that were actually used by the socially recognized
authorities to solve real cases and on the interpretative contradictions and
incompatibilities between systems of rights and customs that emerged in
the concrete contexts of application. This new perspective led to new
findings and the debate turned out to be about strategies and mechanisms
- ethics, morals, ideas selected by judges, or used by people acting as
such, to make their decisions.3
In the 1960s, influenced by critical social theorists, a new generation of
anthropologists shifted the focus from social order to social conflicts. The
interest in the "processes of dispute" clarified not only different cultural
concepts of justice but the ways in which the parts interacted in order to
resolve injuries. Collier underlines that restrictions and incentives rather
then cultural concepts ofjustice shaped actions and decisions. Collier also
makes it clear that indigenous people did not live outside the rights system
of the national society, and that they also used the national justice system
to resolve their disputes.
In the 1970s, the concern with the reproduction of social inequalities
led feminist anthropologists to write about the difficulties that women had
in bringing their cases to court because all the authorities, indigenous or
not, were men. Changing the focus from the process of dispute to their
outcomes, feminist anthropologists concluded that the legal deals and
practices tended to confirm and reinforce unequal relationships between
people.
Summarizing these findings, as rights are seen as an instrument of
domination used by indigenous and non-indigenous people in the
development of their everyday strategies for resolving conflicts,

3. Id. at 49-50.
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anthropologists could not continue to study rights discourses separately
from other aspects of social, economic, and political life at local, national,
and international levels.
On the contrary, a serious anthropological discussion on rights will
focus on the particularities - such as kinship, religious and moral
concepts, as well as on the political and economic contexts and processes
of change within and outside indigenous communities. In order to
understand how differences in power influence not only legal processes
and disputes between private individuals, but also the concrete experience
of citizenship and of the legal system, we have to focus on the process of
differentiation, fragmentation, and invisibility of indigenous forms of life
as well.4
B. Relativism, Universalism,Substantive Citizenship, and Context
Connected to the problem of domination and the reproduction of social
inequalities anthropologists have been discussing since the last decade the
question of indigenous systems of rights in relation to diverse notions of
the human nature and the person, notions upon which the concept of
individual rights is based. I will not refer here to the complexities of the
rights debate within political philosophy here. My aim is to present the
implications of some of the dimensions of the debate for anthropological
and sociological research on indigenous rights to self-determination,
autonomy, and citizenship as they were discussed by Wilson.
The anthropological critique of the concept of "human nature" based on
the constructed notion of the "person" is related to its negation of the
category of the individual, which is fundamental to rights and law in the
West. Relativists argue that the categorization of the person as an
individual is central to the definition of human and individual rights but
inadequate faced with the global diversity of legal systems. Central to this
critique is that individualistic concepts of rights tend to operate as
"normative blindness toward indigenous peoples," who for more than five
centuries have been fighting for communal land ownership and political
self-determination.5
Aware of individualistic notions of rights, anthropologists showed that
processes of modernization did not undermine collective entities but that

4. Id. at 57, 60, 62.
5. Id. at 6. Richard Falk calls a "normative blindness toward indigenous peoples .... "
quoted in Richard Wilson, Human Rights, Culture and Context, in HUMAN CULTURE AND
CONTEXT: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 6 (Richard Wilson ed., 1997).
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indigenous communities and customs underwent changes. 6
Transnationalization processes, the modernization of national societies and
the construction of national systems of law based on individual rights, did
not imply the total assimilation of indigenous societies by nation-states, but
instead the construction of new forms of lives and uses of the law from a
variety of indigenous experiences and points of view. Whereas
universalism provides no categories for understanding rights in concrete
real-life situations, cultural relativism provides notions of cultures as
something close, stable, and normative, not crosscut by differences of
gender, generation, and religion, and distinguished by contestation and
fragmentation.
Indigenous populations have changed their ways of life by migration,
education, urbanization, and industrialization. Transnational juridical
processes and the expansion of international and national law systems are
ongoing processes that indigenous people have dealt with since the
sixteenth century. We have to be aware of the risk of obscuring differences
in power and power inequalities within national and local contexts. But we
also have to be aware of the transformations and of the ways in which
indigenous people contextualize processes of transformation. We cannot
expect them to conserve their cultures, customs and values as something
not subject to contestation, fragmentation and new developments. They
have been condemned to the margins of national societies and to the lowest
societal status, their organizations were excluded from political
participation and citizenship in different ways and this is the reason why
they use international organizations to light demands for their rights to selfdetermination.7
The current problem seems to be that globalization challenges not only
indigenous people and communities but also national states. As with
indigenous cultures, national states were once imagined as separate, 8
uniform and homogenous entities, which in fact they never were.
Transnationalization turns out not to be about clear frontiers and divisions
between separated entities, but about negotiations, exchanges and
movement. So how do we deal with complex processes of continuities,
disappearance and constitution of new forms of lives in national contexts?
What kind of support do indigenous peoples as differentiated entities
demand from international and national institutions in order to reshape

6. COLLIER, Problemas Te6rico Metodol6gicos en la Antropologta Juridica,in PUEBLOS
INDfGENAS ANTE EL DERECHO, supra note 2, at 47, 72
7. WILSON, Human Rights, Culture and Context, in HUMAN RIGHTS, CULTURE AND

CONTEXT: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES, supra note 5, at 10.
8. BENEDICT ANDERSON, IMAGINED CoMMuNrrIEs (1991).
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their communities? In the following paragraphs I will consider both
aspects, the differential of power between indigenous peoples and national
states on the one hand, and the problem of basic needs and substantial
citizenship in the contexts of disappearance, impoverishment and
fragmentation of indigenous forms of lives.
III. RIGHTS

AND CITIZENSHIP IN ARGENTINA

The movement of indigenous rights and the answers of the Argentinian
state let me show you what the national state, as part of a liberal society,
offers to minorities. Abolishing the power of attorney of indigenous
communities in the nineteenth century was the definitive step toward the
implantation, not only of individual notions of rights, but also of abstract
notions of citizenship in Latin America. 9 Even given the establishment of
the universal educational and health system at the end of the nineteenth
century, the extension of political rights - in 1910 for men and 1952 for
women, and later of the social rights bounded abstract notions of
citizenship to very concrete organizations, agents, infrastructure and goods,
the political economy and culture of Argentina are problematic for the
development of full citizenship. If this is true for most of the population,
it becomes crucial when we discuss indigenous rights to self-determination
and citizenship.
Persecution, racism, patron-client tights, and the national security
ideology of the state on the one hand, as well as the expansion of the
capitalistic market economy on the other, turned any demand for autonomy
by the indigenous people into either a menace to the maintenance of the
economic, social, and political order of the nation or an opportunity to
incorporate them into the nation as part of the masses of voters and
workers thereby making them invisible as differentiated social and political
actors.
A. The ConfrontationalStyle: Disdain,Extermination,
and Disappearance
The Constitution of 1853 recognized the existence of the indigenous
population in terms of the internal frontiers, pacific treatment (dealing),
and internal security. Behind "the Indian question"1 ° there was an ideology
9. GLEDHILL, Liberalism, Socioeconomic Rights and the Politics of Identity, in HUMAN
RIGHTS, CULTURE AND CONTEXT: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES, supra note 5.

10. M6nica Quijada, Indigenas: Violencia, Tierras y Ciudadania,en HOMOGENEIDAD Y
NACION: CON UN ESTUDIODECASO: ARGENTINAM SIGLO XIX YXX 67 (M6nica Quijada ed., 2000).
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based on sentiments of "disdain" or "desprecio" that differentiate the
relationship between indigenous and non-indigenous population in
Argentina." The state agents made the racial ideology and political
economy of the progress, order, and superiority of European societies and
of European men their own. The anxieties of the population about cultural
differences were the bases of the implantation of this ideology.
During the first half of the nineteenth century mestizaje diminished the
Kollas, Omahuacas,
indigenous population of the northwest Atacamefios, Calchaquies, and of the northeast - Chiriguanos, Matacos,
and Guaranfes. In this process the native population became mixed and
assimilated with the Argentinian population of free workers and
leaseholders (aparceros).Particularly the indigenous male population of
the northwest - and later that of the northeast, were incorporated as
harvest workers in the sugar cane plantations with their families women, children, and elders as tax payers, lease payers, and servants of an
expanding state administrative structure. State agents of mixed ethnic
origins, who were also members of locals powerful families controlled
great extensions of land, commerce, and the administrative structure of the
state. "2
The situation of the South was different. Assimilation did not take place
and the indigenous population, particularly the Araucanos, expected to
continue living in autonomous territories. The response of the expansionist
national state was the war. In the free indigenous territories of the south
and the east- Pampa, Patagonia and Chaco, 12,335 indigenous died as a
result of annihilation campaigns. The war was planned and carried out by
the army. By the end of the century the whole territory was controlled and
taxed by state agents; the indigenous population dropped from two hundred
11. CARLOs MARTfr4Ez SARASOLA, NuEsTRos PAISANOS LOS INDIOS 275 (1999).
12. In the northwest the incorporation of the indigenous population was not peaceful and
ruled by the law. Between 1876 and 1878 the last indigenous protests against abusive taxation and
treatment took place in the Andes of Jujuy. The conflict between indigenous taxpayers and the
provincial authorities lasted for two years. Provincial authorities were divided into two political
fractions corresponding to different family networks struggling for the control of the province
administration. One of the fractions asked federal government to send military support in order to
control both the indigenous protest and the political adversaries that had started to give support to
the "rebels." The indigenous population lost the battle against the military troops in Quera. The
indigenous leaders were brutally assassinated and their corpses publicly displaced. GUSTAVO PAZ,
Campesinos Terratenientesy Estado, Control de Tierrasy Conflicto en la Puna de Jujuy a Fines
del Siglo XIX, in SOCIEDAD Y ARTICULACI6N EN LAS TIERRAS ALTAS JUJEAS: CRISIS TERMINALDE

UN MODELO DE DESARROLLO 219-36 (1992). In 1878 indigenous communal land was declared to

be fiscal territories by the provincial authorities of Jujuy, great extensions of that land were sold to
private investors and indigenous communities were dissolved. IAN ROUTLEDGE, CAMBIO AGRARIOE
INTEGRACI6N, EL DESARROLLO DEL CAPITAIUSMO EN JUJUY (1987).
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thousand at the beginning of the 19th century to 180,000 in 1899, and their
communities and the indigenous confederations of the South disappeared. 3
Between 1876 and 1903 several debates on the "Indian question" took
place in Congress. In 1876 the promulgation of Law 817 on Migration and
Colonization created a "Central Office of Land and Colonies." The Law
817 subdivided and transferred part of the conquered land to "the
settlements of the Indians" and created missions (article 100) to bring
indigenous families to civilized life.' 4
In 1885 the central concern shifted from indigenous reduction to
indigenous citizenship and the executive power sent Congress a project of
law based on the settlement of indigenous people sheep-farming colonies.
The Chamber of Deputies modified the original project by eliminating
from the text all differentiation traits.'5 Neither indigenous institution, nor
authorities and norms were allowed because the authorities and the rules
in force were exclusively those that ruled the Republic. References to the
schooling of children and to military services were avoided since all these
were foreseen by the general system of law. Indigenous people were not
considered to be individuals of a different race and nation, but Argentinian
16
citizens because they were born in the Argentinian territory - ius solis.
The most important political action with respect to "the treatment of the
Indians" was related to land properties. The general law on the settlement
of the indigenous in colonies - called "la ley argentina del hogar,"
paraphrasing the Homestead Act, favored the creation of agricultural and
sheep-farming settlements of mixed and indigenous population. Even when
some of the members of the indigenous communities received property
titles, most of them received fiscal land in usufruct. Quijada indicates that
by the end of 1885, 8000 indigenous families lived in agricultural and
sheep-farming colonies. The transfer (cession) of land was not always
successful. The white population complained about indigenous ferocity and
the response of the state was to disperse indigenous families in the territory

13. During the 19th century about 20,000 aborigines died in violent combat against
colonialist and imperialist armies as well as at the hands of the Argentinian army. Between 1821
and 1822 and again, between 1833 and 1834, military campaigns against the Indians were
conducted by General Rosas. Between 1879 and 1885 General Roca conducted the "Conquest of
the Desert," so that the confrontation with the indigenous people of the south - Tehuelches,
Araucanos, Pehuenches, and Ranqueles, lasted for more than 60 years (1920-1985). For a detailed
description of the war, see MARTINEZ SARASOLA, supra note 11, at 151, 305.
14. Id. at 382.
15. For instance the word "tribe" disappeared and was replaced by "families." Quijada, supra
note 10, at 73.
16. Id. at 73-74.
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into white families
of the Republic and to disseminate their members
7
where they could change habits and customs.'
Under the radical administration, lrigoyen ordered inspectors in 1917
to evaluate the use of the land transferred and the application of the
colonization law. The inspectors reported on a generalized situation of
impoverishment of the population living in the colonies and the abuses
perpetuated by whites and local authorities. The inspectors argued that
"weak intelligence" and the pressure of the white population and the
transnational companies (sugar and forestry) over the territories blocked
technical development and caused poverty. 8
Summarizing the citizenship of the indigenous population did not imply
the recognition of them as Argentinian, because they already were
Argentinians since they were born in the national territory. What the elite
discussed, and articulated, was the integration of the "barbarian Indian" as
citizens, by giving them the rights to own property, work, and education.
With these measures they expected to support the symbolic and practical
conversion of the indigenous people from a state of brutality to a state of
civilization. The deepening of the assimilationist policy contributed to the
development of a social imagery, in which the indigenous population
disappeared from the construction of the national identity and the
perception of their existence.' 9
B. From the National PaternalisticStyle to Autonomy: Incorporation,
ProtectionandAssistance
The growing Argentinian state started to create new structures and
offices in charge of the Indian question. The creation of these offices was
subject to very erratic politics and therefore theirjurisdiction was changed,
replaced or suppressed. Between 1912 and 1980 the Argentinian state
registered twenty-one specialized offices that operated in several Ministries
- Interior, Labor, and Social Welfare. Martfnez Sarasola writes about the
"complicated and unclear insertion of the indigenous question in the state
structure based pin a chaos of laws and decrees." All this legislation was
developed to ground the foundations of "Indians settlement" that was to be
incorporated in the national society. Incorporation was possible because
17. Id. at 79.
18. Id. at 81.
19. Id. at 84. Quijada considers that the "conquest of the desert," the violence of the military
actions and the certainty of the extermination of the Indians is part of a "dense veil" that obscures
the indigenous component of the national configuration. These ideological premises made possible
the disappearance of "the Indian question" and at the same time opened a legitimate path for the
white population to occupy an empty territory in the name of civilization. Id. at 92.
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indigenous people recognized the civilized ways of life of the Argentinian
society as their own.20
Anthropologists differentiate between processes of incorporation,
always violent to some degree, as integration, assimilation, acculturation,
transculturation, segregation and marginalization. Between 1912 and 1980,
the process of "incorporation" of the indigenous people was differently
conceived by different authorities.
In 1912 the General Direction of National Territories in charge of the
treatment of the Indians, the Superintendence of the Missions and
Reductions was created (Decrees 27.10.1911 and 7.2.1912).21 In 1939 a
new National Commission for the Protection of the Indian and the
Colonization Rule was created. The National Commission controlled life
in the settlements and was expected to contribute into their conversion in
salary workers and farmers. In 1940 the National Agrarian Council
controlled the transfer of the land property to the indigenous population,
establishing the regime of exploitation regarding their customs and labor
methods. In 1943, Decree 10.063 regulated the transfer of land titles, but
in 1945 only a few colonies received land titles.22
Between 1945 and 1955 the political and social life of Argentina
changed. Marginalized social groups began to participate in decisionmaking processes at different levels. In a new and controversial political
context the transfer of land titles and the protection of the working
conditions of the Indians were treated as demands by the indigenous people
that had to be incorporated into the legislation processes. Even though
participation was limited to party and union membership, indigenous
peoples became visible as active subjects of negotiation rather than passive objects of manipulation. In the Peronist imagery, the indigenous
population became "our aboriginal brothers" and "social entities" to whom
the government would award the social rights of which they were deprived.
The critique was directed at the exploitation of the indigenous work force,
the inefficiency of transfer system of land tenure and the educational

20. MARTINEZ SARASOLA, supra note 11, at 387-90.
21. In 1921 new legislation recognized the marginalization, the lack of protection of the
native population and declared the need for "cultural reparation" and to promote the aborigines. The
most significant project was the one called "Indian labour" which guaranteed indigenous population
that their labor relations and conditions would be regulated by the Labor Code, as was the case for
the non-Indian population. The project did not prosper since the segregationist positions were
stronger. Id.
22. Id. at 409.
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system, and of the systematic ignorance
of the aboriginal psychology,
23
destiny.
and
environment
culture
The Constitution of 1949 eliminated the allusion to the "pacific work"
of the Indians and their conversion to Catholicism because indigenous
people were considered to be citizens like any other inhabitant that was
born in the nation. The first "Plan Quinquenal" (1945-52) foresaw the
transfer of five hundred thousand hectares of fiscal land and the
corresponding titles to the aborigines in three steps: reserve, settlement,
and colony. The second "Plan Quinquenal" (1953-57) promoted Law
14.184, according to which the rights of the aboriginal population were to
be protected by the direct action of the state. In 1946 the Direction of
Protection of the Aborigine replaced the previous Honorary Commission
for the Indigenous Settlements and distributed tools and animals in the
colonies.24
In 1953 the Commission for the Rehabilitation of Aborigines was in
charge of the plan for the recuperation of the population occupying
expropriated land in the province of Jujuy. In fact, the Commission
restored fiscal land without disturbing the new proprietors, the landholders
or terratenientes and silenced the demands of the communities by
transferring parcels with precarious titles.25
The military dictatorship (1955-1958) suppressed the Commission for
Rehabilitation and further transfers of land. In 1958 under civil rule, the
National Direction of Indigenous Affairs was created to articulate regional
development in the labor of the indigenous population and the creation of
indigenous autochthonous industries. In 1959 the Argentinian Congress
approved Agreements 107 (1957) of the International Labor Conference.
This Agreement promoted the protection and the integration of "tribal" and
"semitribal" indigenous populations in the independent countries,
recognizing their cultural and religious values and their own forms of
social control. With respect to property rights, the convention also
recognizes the right to collective and individual property over the land
traditionally occupied by an aboriginal population.26 It is in accordance
with the international Agreement promoted by the International Labor
Conference where notions of autonomy and self-determination emerge for
the first time since the previous century in Argentina.

23. ROUTLEDGE, supra note 12.
24. MARTNEZ SARASOLA, supra note 11, at 414.

25. CLAuDIA LozANO, MISIONES, CRISTIANAS Y POBLACION CON RAICES INDiGENAS UN
DEBATE SOBRE LA IDENTIDAD Y SOBRE LAS DIFERENCIAS EN EL NOROESTE ARGENTINO (2001).
26. MARTfNEZ SARASOLA, supra note 11, at 420.
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In the 1960s the formulation of research projects about indigenous
forms of life and the development of the Census of the Indigenous
Population attracted the interest not only of legislators, but also of social
scientists, particularly anthropologists, sociologists, and ethnohistorians.
Several projects were undertaken at local levels, and religious, and cultural
values, family life, land property, and work became the central topics of
research. Handicrafts, indigenous arts and the local textile and agroindustry were supported by the development of projects at communal
level." All these came to an end with the military dictatorship of 19661973. The military authorities suppressed the flow of financial support to
the projects, controlled their participants, both indigenous and nonindigenous, and in the case of the Census, cancelled the work in progress
forever. Instead of local projects, greater agricultural programs were
implemented around cooperatives in a few provinces. The aim of these
programs was to promote economic development and employment under
the strict control of the authorities, in order to guarantee the internal
security of the country.28
With the return of democratic rule in 1973 indigenous organization
became visible once again. For the first time, 71 communities organized
the agenda of the Second Indigenous Parliament "Eva Peron." Indigenous
people acceded to governmental posts - deputy and director, for the first
time in the formal history of Argentina. But, the concrete projects of
emancipation, autonomy, self determination, and what I like to call "cogovernance," were progressively dropped until their drastic interruption in
1976 when the army, with the support of a reactionary fraction of the
Argentinian civil elite, not only interrupted the civil rule but also the
democratic life of Argentina for a further 7 years.
In summary, in the 20th century the nation replaced the policies of
extermination and disappearance with a complex process of incorporation
including parallel moments of settlement, segregation, assimilation,
transculturation, and later on, paternalism, and recognition. In the 1950s
the indigenous population was granted social rights as citizens. In the
1960s and in accordance with the international tendencies, the Argentinian
state started to develop an indigenist policy based on the recognition of
cultural differences.

27. ESTHER Y EQuIpo HERMITTE, EsTuDIo SOBRE LA SITUACION DE LOS ABORIGINES EN LA
PROVINCIAL DEL CHACO Y POLITICAS PARA SU INTEGRACI6N A LA SOCIEDAD NACIONAL (1996);
ESTHER HERMIrE & CARLOS HERRAN, Sistemas Productivos InstitucionesIntersticialesy Formas
de A rticulaci6nSocial en una Comunidaddel NOA, in PROCESOS DEARTICULACION SOCIAL238-56
(Esther Hermitte & Leopoldo Bartolom eds., 1997).
28. MARTINEZ SARASOLA, supra note 11.
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Since the 19th century demands and actions led by indigenous
organizations or networks had been repressed or simply ignored. All this
leads me to conclude that in Argentina the dynamic of recognition of the
indigenous people, actions, and organizations, their rights to autonomy and
to difference is very dependent on transnational support, legislation, and
the goodwill of leftist or liberal elite fractions. In the internal political
context the dynamic relationships between state agents and the indigenous
vary a great deal from one province to another. But what characterizes the
relationship is that the indigenous people are seen by political leaders and
experts either as passive objects of political deals and strategic planning,
or as a poor population, that is, the ethnic fractions of the silenced
majorities that have yet to become visible, autonomous, and responsible for
their own future. In either case, nobody seems to be interested neither in
listening to their organizations, nor in the political, cultural, and social
articulation of indigenous perspectives, voices, and bodies - or what the
Kolla people of the Argentinian Andes call their "Style.,, 29 As I will show
in the following paragraphs, this aspect of Argentinian political culture,
(i.e., the ignorance, blindness, and deafness that ends up in the
disappearance of perspectives, voices, and lifestyles), goes beyond the
indigenous question.
IV. THE POLITICS OF SURVIVAL IN A CONTEXT OF POVERTY,
RACISM, AND IMPUNITY

I want to start this part of the Article with some remarks related to the
notion of substantial citizenship, in the context of the democratization
process of Argentina. In 1983 Argentina regained democratic rule. For
more than 22 years Argentinians have elected their authorities without
military interruptions and without tutelage. Nevertheless, citizenship,
rights, and discourses on rights are not necessarily continuous and
inclusive. Not only indigenous people are permanently excluded from the
minimum standards of welfare, social, and personal protection, but also the
demands and rights of broader class fractions and social groups are simply
"discarded from memory" - as indigenous people - once the elected
authorities are in power. In that sense, rights, practices, and discourses, as
well as citizenship, are not goods that can be taken for granted in
Argentina.
As Nun noted, from the point of view of the analysis of the social
system, in 20th century Argentina social rights were not the product

29. LOZANO, supra note 25.
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of struggles but predominantly of an authoritarian populist context that
favored a segmented and clientelistic social integration of workers, which
far from adopting the republican bases of a representative democracy,
produced an unbalanced citizenship subject to considerable tutelage and
controls. From 1980 onward the average level of social expenditure settled
at around 17%. By contrast, between 1980 and 1994, poverty rates grew 3fold. Per capita expenditure in education, health care, and social security
declined in the period from 1970 to 1994. The unemployment rate in urban
areas, which was about 6% in 1980, reached 14.5% in 2000. Furthermore
it is estimated that no more than 28% had a formal, stable job.3"
Going back again to the problem mentioned above, there has been a
notorious growth of social inequalities since 1980. According to CEPAL
in 2002, 41.5% of the Argentinian population was below the poverty line
and 18.6% was below the subsistence level. In Argentina almost 16 million
people are poor and 7 million live below the subsistence level. In this
context, not only poverty and inequality increased, but also social
polarization and social fragmentation became more intense and visible.3 '
Indigenous people are part of these social processes as well. They
migrated from their original places of residence to the urbanized and
industrialized areas of the country, particularly Buenos Aires, Cordoba and
Rosario. The "nationalization" and the "creolization ' 32 among the
indigenous and between indigenous and non-indigenous populations emigrants from Europe or from other countries of Latin America is
obvious. The new generations live in a culturally hybrid society. But far
from being a harmonious process of mixing and fusion of different cultural
influences, the situation is also characterized by impunity, poverty, survival
and loss.
The living conditions of the indigenous people are uncertain in
Argentina, not only because the country has become poorer, but also due
to contradictory politics of recognition and invisibility. In 1985 the
National Congress sanctioned Law 23.302 that created the National
Institute for Indigenous Affairs (INAI), the authority of application of the
Law 23.302 which recognized aboriginal affairs and communities, and

30. Jost NUN, DEMOCRACY, GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE OR GOVERNMENT OF THE
POLrricIANs? 102 (2003).
31. CEPAL, Capitulo I: Pobreza y Distribuci6n del Ingreso, en PANORAMA SOCIAL DE
AMERICA LATINA (2004), www.eclac.cl/publicaciones/DesarrolloSocial/OILCL222OPE/PSE2004-

Capl Pobreza.pdf.
32. Today the category "creole" refers to people born in the countryside - rural areas of the
Argentinian territory.
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declared the support of their development and their participation in the
socioeconomic and political process as well as the respect for their own
values and lifestyles, as questions of national interest and concern.
Conceived as a decentralized organism with indigenous participation and
as part of the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs, the INAI had to
coordinate activities between national, provincial, municipal, and
aboriginal organizations. The main goal of the INAI was to create a
National Register of Aboriginal Communities, which had to register and
give to the communities the power of attorney.
Nevertheless, Law 23.302 first came into force in 1989 and the
designation of a Delegate and Organizer of the INAI did not occur until
1990. Between 1990 and 2004 serious conflicts emerged around the INAI.
On the one hand, and with the support of international organizations such
as the United Nations, the indigenous organizations denounced the
systematic violation of their rights by third persons. On the other hand,
they claimed against the Argentinian State because it delayed the
application of the Law 23.302 - that guaranteed the protection of the
rights of the aboriginal communities through the INAI, as well as altered
and restricted the attributions of the INAI through a range of decrees that
obstructed the consistent application of the Law 23.302. It was not until
2003, when the Judge of the Chamber declared the restrictive decrees
unconstitutional, that the INAI started to function according to the Law
23.302. 33
The reform of Article 75 of the National Constitution in 1994
recognized the ethnic and cultural preexistence of the Argentinian
indigenous people's rights to: bilingual and intercultural education; the
power of attorney of their communities; possession of the communal
property of the land they inhabited; the transfer of other lands appropriate
and sufficient to guarantee human development; and the participation of
the indigenous people in the management of natural resources. But, very
little has been done until now. In the report presented by the Argentinian
state to the United Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination
in 2004, Argentina recognized that it does not know exactly how many
Indians live in the country, nor who they are, and what they want, because
34
the results of the National Census of 2001 have not yet been published.

33. The decrees degraded the status of the INAI in the administrative state structure. For
detailed accounts of the conflicts, see, Lucfa Martin, El INAI - Institutor National de Asuntos
Indfgenas (2004), availableat http://www.indigenas.bioetica.org/inves47.htm (last visited July 26,
2005).
34. The estimation of private persons and institutions varies from 335,000 in 1986 to 418,000
and 213,000 in 1987 and 1989 respectively. MARTINEZ SARASOLA, supra note 11, at 493.
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How do we explain the lack of interest that surrounds indigenous affairs
in Argentina? What are the perspectives of the population and their
organizations in this context of uncertainty and impunity?
The racism and impunity that characterize the political culture of
Argentina are very strong cultural artifacts that allow for the continuity of
a policy of invisibility and disappearance. The combination between a
racist national imagery and impunity are crucial in understanding why an
extensive part of the Argentinian political and technocratic elites are not
interested in existential questions, such as: where people come from, how
they want to live, and how can the state contribute along with those people.
Discrimination against people, and the violation of the law in Argentina,
do not only affect indigenous people but also adult men, women, children,
and young people - especially if they are poor. Let me contextualize the
policy of invisibility and disappearance in the concrete case of the Kolla
people in the Province of Jujuy, where I did fieldwork from 1993 to 1997.
The formal and informal leaders of the local communities or "barrios"
constantly have to re-elaborate what they recognize as a part of their
"Style," in accordance with a multiplicity of discourse and practices of
representation, in order to create a sense of shared experiences and a future
that might be related to notions of autonomy, self-determination, and
identity, but also to survival and loss.
V. INDIGENOUS RIGHTS AND THE KOLLA PEOPLE OF JUJUY

For more than four decades the priest of the Claretian Mission 35 has
been in charge of the Prelature of Humahauca. A Prelature is a church
province in which the Christian missions are expected to convert the nonChristian indigenous population to the Catholic faith. The Claretian priest
denounced the political activities and alliances of the local provincial
According to Spadafora, the INAI estimates from 800,000 to I million indigenous inhabitants, so
about 2% of the total population of the country may be indigenous. Jesica Bossi, De Identidades
y Luchas. Interview an Ana Spadafora (2003), available at http://www.segundoenfoque.com.ar/
spadafora.htm (last visited July 26, 2005). Ana Spadafora, Entrevista con Ana Spadafora: De
Identidades y

Luchas,

in

SEGUNDO

ENFQUE.

PERIODISMO

POR

VOCACI6N

(2003),

http://www.segundoenfoque.com.ar/spadafora.htm. The number of ethnic groups that live in
Argentina reaches approximately 15, from a total of 30 groups that inhabited the territory before
the Spanish conquest Informe del Estado Argentino-CERD, 2004, available at
www.indigenas.bioetica.org/informe.htm (last visited July 26, 2005). Martfnez Sarasola identifies
14 groups: Kollas, Diaguitas, Calchaqufes, Tehuelches, Mapuches, Tobas, Mocovfes, PilagAs,
Matacos, Chorotes, Chulupfes, Ciriguanos, and Chan6 y Mbyi. MARTINEZ SARASOLA, supra note
11, at 446.
35. The Claretian Mission was created in Spain at the beginning of the twentieth century.
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functionaries as contributing to the economic development and well-being
of a restricted group of plutocrats, entrepreneurs, and landholders, whereas
the living conditions of the local working class mainly made up of the
indigenous Kolla people were bad and tending to deteriorate. The rapid and
calculated enrichment of state functionaries and entrepreneurs was
connected to a policy of expansion of the state debt, privatization of the
public services, and on the growing dependence of the local households on
private interventions.
The priests were active members of the protests organized by the mine
and the state labor unions. They gave their support to roadblocks and
participated in several long marches that started in La Puna and ended up
in the capital city of Buenos Aires.36 They published many critical articles
denouncing massive despidos, violations of the human and indigenous
rights, and the use of social funds in the electoral campaigns. As a result
of these activities, the priests were portrayed by journalists, intellectuals,
and by themselves, as an authentic representation of the voice of the
indigenous people of the northwest of Argentina."
The alignment of the priests with the social, human, and cultural rights
of the indigenous people was discursive, as well as material. The priests
founded a nongovernmental organization - The Claretian Organization
for Development - OCLADE, dedicated to developing the social and
ethnic consciousness of the Kolla people, regarding their own poverty and
subjugation, and to promoting their material well-being and participation
in decision-making processes at the local level. Since the beginning of the
1980s, OCLADE was the most active and controversial organization of the
northwestern region of Argentina. They channeled funds for the
development of infrastructural and agro-industrial projects, indigenous
memory, and bilingual educational programs, programs for the
measurement and divisions of land parcels and of communal land, and for
child health and care. Nevertheless, the indigenous people questioned the
work of the priests in many senses and at different levels.3"
Until the arrival of the missionaries and their support for the
constitution of indigenous base communities the activities of the local
church were led by a staff of older women, mostly schoolteachers that

36. The marches started in the city of La Quiaca located at the Bolivian border and ended in
the city of Buenos Aires covering a distance of 2000 km.
37. CLAUDIA LOzANO, ,ds Alld de la Ideologia y de la Teologfa: ProtestaSocial, Vida
Contidiana y Diferencias Culturales en las Andes De Jujuy, 21 REVISTA DE ESTUDIOS
ATACAME5IOS 161-62 (2000).
38. Id. at 163.
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belonged to the better-off families of the city of Humahuaca 3 9 These
families controlled the "cargos" (posts) of the municipal, provincial, and
national administration in Humahuaca (school, civil register, and hospital).
They had contacts with the peasants of the hinterland through kinship and
through relations of godparents that guarantee them the availability of the
indigenous labor force. The new church of the Claretians priests brought
a new kind of leader, the professionals that supported the work of the
church. The incorporation of the professionals from different class
fractions to the staff of the NGO produced a far-reaching institutional
debate about participation and representation. The outcomes of the debate
show that indigenous people, values, and practices are represented in
different ways by different people, that they actively participate in local
decision-making processes in different ways, and that they are aware of the
limits of their participation and work to broaden them. To illustrate my
position, I will transcribe one set of arguments and ideas that the
indigenous people expressed in order to represent their individual and
collective selves as indigenous citizens and the constrictions they found as
they did so.
The construction of base groups and organizations in Humahuaca is not
independent from political clients and the social conventions that constitute
them. On the contrary, the people that participate in the programs, and the
projects promoted by the nongovernmental organization, OCLADE, are
widely integrated in the activities of the political parties so that the
participation in the NGO is just one part of a wider economic, social, and
political totality. Priests are aware of this situation, and before every
election, they publish a wide range of critical pamphlets and articles about
the activities of the politicians and the political parties that use the
experience, work, and relationships of the indigenous activists to support
their electoral campaigns. From the perspective of the priests and of the
professionals of the NGO, the collaboration of the indigenous people with
the politicians brings about alienation since instead of being based on the
promotion of their rights it is based on the promotion of their political
careers and the traffic of influences symbolized in the act of voting.' The
criticism of the priests goes so far that they even used to tell people that
their participation in political campaigns went against human dignity,
meaning that giving a vote for food or for a salary went against any notion
of citizenship and rights.

39. The city of Humahuca is located 160 km north from the capital city of San Salvador de
Jujuy.
40. LOZANO, supra note 37, at 164.
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The indigenous activists considered, on the one hand, that such
criticism is only possible if the person who articulates it does not have to
look for a job every day in order to assure the reproduction of his or her
family, that is, in order to survive. On the other hand, participating in the
political campaign did not guarantee the vote of the activist for any one
candidate. They simply "used" the opportunity to get a salary or food for
the day and they voted for one or the other since there were no real
differences between candidates. Furthermore, they thought that their
participation in the projects and programs run by the church produced
similar effects. Their children ate in the "neighborhood kitchens"; their
jobs were dependent on the needs of the NGO, the municipality and the
staff of elders and professionals of the church whose houses they built or
cleaned. After all, the lifestyle proposed by the priests, was not very
different than that proposed by the local authorities, since priests and
professionals as well as the elders were political candidates themselves or
made public their preferences for one, or the other, candidate.
From the indigenous, or Kolla point of view, as those identified with
the lowest status in local society, participating in the electoral campaigns
was one of a wider range of other daily activities aimed at obtaining a
salary, such as the participation in communal projects and programs, and
building or cleaning houses for the better-off. In that sense, they were not
only claiming their rights from the local institutions and authorities, but
also working their rights out through their everyday practices of survival.
During the electoral period, they invited all candidates to the communal
center in order to listen to their proposals, criticize them, and introduce
changes. These meetings lasted for many hours. The candidate had to
present their diagnosis of the situation and make proposals on how they
were going to solve the main local problems of poverty and economic
dependence on state programs. Once candidates finished their speeches,
activists and neighbors, that is, men, women, and young people made
explicit their criticism of the current political administration of the party
in power at the local and national level, as well as of the work of the
candidate if he or she was already in power. Every group made a list of
demands, that included infrastructure, land tenure, education, health
services, jobs, and communication, and stated that they were aware that
these requests would probably be forgotten:
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in times of elections politicians speak nicely and promise that they
will create jobs, they say, "Come brother, participate with us" but
afterwards they forget..."
The inhabitants of Humahuaca know that the municipal administration is
interesting for political candidates as a takeoff platform for their political
careers, but that they are not interested in the politics of rights and
substantial citizenship. People in Humahuaca do not form a homogeneous
community represented by local political leaders, parties, or social
organizations. They would rather decide ways of participating in the
economic, social, and political life of their communities based on their
daily needs and on the awareness that their own understanding of political
and social actions, and citizenship as something existential, does not
coincide with the view of the politicians. The people made clear to the
political candidates with their acting, instead of connecting, that the local
demands for autonomous development and self-determination, those
candidates made an instrumental use for peoples' basic needs, would be
ignored once they were in power.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

As I stated in previous paragraphs, self-determination and autonomy of
the indigenous population is paradoxically dependent on international
support. As I showed in the case of Humahuaca, the work of external
agents such as the progressive priests, even when it becomes, in some
aspects, very similar to the local understandings of doing politics,
articulates the indigenous demands to state and to international agencies.
Nevertheless, the frame of the intervention is not shaped by indigenous
understandings since national, as well as international agencies, such as the
Catholic Church, have their own understandings of what indigenous is.
As Angel Oquendo suggests in his book on democracy and plurality,
the survival of communities challenged by corruption and impunity
depends to some degree on their ability to reinvent themselves by taking
seriously basic principles such as legality, autonomy, and solidarity, which
re-conceptualizes their understandings of legitimacy. The political and
economical reforms of the past few decades did not lead to the increase in

41. Neighborhood kitchen of Santa Barbara, Humahuaca, 1995.
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the autonomy of their collective and individual lives and the inequality was
greater then before.42
Social processes are the product of the contradictory movements of
actors towards continuity and change, and as social scientists, we have the
responsibility to make their predicaments, and their demands, visible.

42.
2004).

ANGEL OQUENDO, DEMOCRACIA Y PLURALISMO
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